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In this paper we develop a leader election protocol P with the following features:
1. T h e protocol runs in the perfect information model: Every step taken by a player is visible
to all others.
2. It has linear immunity: If P is run by n players and a coalition of cln players deviates from
the protocol, a t t e m p t i n g to have one of t h e m elected, their probability of success is < 1 - c 2 ,
where c 1 , c 2 ~ 0 are absolute constants.
3. It is fast: The running time of P is polylogarithmic in n, the number of players.
A previous protocol by Alon and Naor achieving linear immunity in the perfect information
model has a linear time complexity. The main ingredient of our protocol is a reduction subprotocol.
This is a way for n players to elect a subset of themselves which has the following property. Assume
that up to e n of the players are bad and try to have as many of t h e m elected to the subset. T h e n
with high probability, the fraction of bad players among the elected ones will not exceed e in a
significant way. The existence of such a reduction protocol is first established by a probabilistic
argument. Later an explicit construction is provided which is based on the spectral properties of
R a m a n u j a n graphs.

1. Introduction

A great deal of work has been dedicated to reliable computation in the presence
of faults (see [9] for a recent survey). Among the most notable achievements of
this line of research is work by Feldman and Micali [6] who present a randomized
algorithm for Byzantine Agreement whose expected runtime is a constant. The
main ingredient of their method is a randomized leader election protocol of constant
expected run time, which is (n - 1)/3-immune. Namely, even if any t < n/3 of the
players may fail to follow the protocol, attempting to have one of them be elected,
while everyone else does follow the protocol, and even if the failing players select
the best coordinated strategy to achieve this goal, their probability of success is
bounded away from 1. Like most theoretical work done on fault tolerance, Feldman
and Micali postulate that data may be concealed. As usual, this is stated by
either assuming completely secure communication channels, or by restricting the
adversary's computational power. At the end of their paper they ask whether
assumptions of this nature are necessary for the existence of such protocols.
Our understanding of fault-tolerant computation in a perfect-information environment, where all steps are visible to all players is not nearly as complete,
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but see [4, 12, 8, 2, 1, 9]. In a perfect-information set-up, it is not even clear
how to achieve linear immunity, let alone the protocol's time complexity. Perfectinformation leader-election protocols of increasing immunity were found by Ben-Or
Linial [4] and Saks in his baton-passing game [12] (see also [1]). Finally Alon and
Naor [2] managed to achieve linear immunity. In the present paper we return to
study the time complexity of such protocols, reducing the run time from Alon and
Naor's fl(n) (or even ~ ( n 2) in the explicit version of their protocol). We are able
to lower the time complexity to time poly-logarithmic in n, namely log17n. We
speculate that a result analogous (and in a sense even stronger than) Feldman and
Micali's may exist in this context, i.e. that there are perfect-information leaderelection protocols with linear immunity which run in a constant number of steps.
However, some new ideas will be required to achieve this goal. Note that [6] spend
much effort to handle a dynamically forming bad coalition. In the present paper,
in contrast, the bad coalition is fixed throughout, though it is selected in the worst
possible way. To what extent such an adaptive adversary can be countered by
perfect information protocols is still unclear.
The critical step in our method is a reduction protocol (e.g. [11]), where a
set of n players jointly distributes o(n) tokens among themselves. The number of
tokens held by each player determines his voting power in future decisions. This
process has the property that even if as many ~n of the players may be cheaters,
who fail to follow the protocol and attempt to collect as many tokens as possible,
we can guarantee that with very high probability the fraction of tokens which go to
cheaters does not significantly exceed s. Given a fast reduction protocol it is fairly
straightforward to achieve a fast leader-election protocol of linear immunity.
We first sketch a probabilistic proof of the existence of such 'reductions', and
show how they can be used to create a poly-logarithmic-time leader election protocol
immune against linear-sized coalitions. We then provide an explicit construction of
a reduction protocol.
Rather than talk about tokens being distributed among the players, we sometime talk about a player getting a vote or being elected. When such terminology is
employed, a player may get more than one vote, thus increasing his potential power
in the future. Also, by an abuse of language we often talk about subsets of players,
where indeed we have multi-subsets in mind, in which elements appear with multiplicities. Similarly, when we talk about committees that are being formed, it is the
case that the same player may have more than one vote in the decisions made by
such a committee.

2. Efficient reductions exist

In this section we show that a set of n players, some of whom may be cheaters,
can be reduced to a smaller subset (indeed, sub-multiset) in such a way that the
fraction of cheaters is 'unlikely' to grow 'significantly'.
Definition. An (n, f, ~, O,-g)-reducer is a protocol P performed by a set X of n players
which, upon completion, distributes fn tokens among the players, and which has
the following properties: Assume that the players in some unknown subset S of
En members in X are cheaters who may fail to follow P, and select their steps
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according to any coordinated strategy. Still, with probability at least 1 - 0 no more
than (6+-~)fn tokens go to members of S.
T h e o r e m 2.1. There is an absolute ~o > O, so that for any ~ < ~o and n > N(c), an

(n, l l l o g 2 n , G e

~,lllog2n)-redueerexists

withrunningtimeO(log16"~

Remark. This is only an existence theorem. Specific constructions are presented
later on.
Since this existence theorem does not yield results that are significantly
stronger than our explicit construction, the proof will only be outlined, with an
emphasis on ideas that appear in the construction as well. In the following sections
we will need some results from [2], which we now outline:
Consider situations where many players run a protocol to make a collective
choice. A large class of protocols can be described by a binary tree in the following
way: label the internal nodes of the tree with names of players, and label the leaves
with possible 'outcomes'. For the associated protocol, the player whose name labels
the root flips a fair coin to pick a left or a right turn, and the process proceeds down
the tree in this manner until an 'outcome' at a leaf is reached. We introduce the
possibility of some subset of the players favoring a certain subset of the outcomes
and making a concerted effort to direct the process to one of these favored outcomes.
We call these players 'cheaters'. A cheater, when called upon to flip a coin, will
pick a turn in the tree that will maximize the probability of a favored outcome
being reached. The actions of the cheaters are coordinated according to an optimal
strategy to bring about a desired result. Often we want to prove upper bounds on
the probability of a favored outcome being reached. For a labeled tree T and a set
of cheaters S we denote this probability by p T ( s ) . Suppose that of n players en are
cheaters. A random labeling of the internal nodes of the tree is for all intents and
purposes equivalent to labeling a node 'b' (for bad) with probability ~ and 'g' (for
guess what) with probability 1 - ~. Suppose also that a is the fraction of favored
outcomes. A random labeling of the leaves is equivalent to labeling them 1 (for
favored) with probability a and 0 with probability 1 - a . With every labeled tree T
one associates the expectation ~T of the outcome in T, averaging over all coin flips
of non-cheaters. View ~ as random variable on the probability space of all labeled
trees, where all labelings are equally likely. We need bounds for the expectation
and variance of this random variable. Letting d be the depth of the tree, [2] bound
the expectation of ~ by
ET(

T) < a +

V (1 - V/1/2 + 3 /2)

and its variance by

var(~o) ~ a

(1

+

Thus, by Chebyschev's inequality, for any S and any positive % the fraction of
labeled trees T for which

p T ( s ) >__a + ~ v/_~(1 _ ~/1/2 + 3r

+ y
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is less than

a(l+ )d
72

Assume now that the outcome is the choice of a leader, so leaves are labeled by
names of players. The favored outcomes correspond to the election of a cheater, so
a = e . For any e,'y and d large enough ( d = f~(n)), the above probability is less than
1/(en ) so summing over all coalitions of en cheaters we get: if
~.3/2

e+

v~(1 - ~/1/2 + 3e/2)

<1

(e.g. r < 1/9) then there is a leader-election protocol of run time O(n) (depth of
the tree) such that the probability of a cheater being elected is less than
+

C3/2

< ~ + 4r 3/2.

We are now ready to outline our existence proof: Consider a set of n players,
and a fixed set of cheaters S with ISl <en, We are interested in the following class
of protocols: Committees are constructed from the n players. The protocol consists
of each committee selecting a subcommittee (or rather - distributing tokens). The
'reduction' is the multi-union of all selected sub-committees (all the players holding
tokens, adding multiplicities). Distributing tokens in a committee is an instance
of a choice problem, so various protocols can be given in terms of binary trees,
as described above. Internal nodes will be labeled by names of players in the
committee, and leaves will be labeled by possible distributions of tokens. We define:
Definition. An AN-tree on k players is a full binary tree of depth k 2, where the
internal nodes are labeled by names of players, and the leaves are labeled by (multi)
subsets of the players of size v/-k. The associated 'tree game' picks a subset in the
usual way.
We can now describe the random construction. Note: To keep the exponents
integral, and to allow the result to extend to our explicit construction, we will prove
the following:
T h e o r e m 2.2. There is an absolute eo > O, so that for any ~ < ~0 and n > N(~),
an (n,1/log2n, e,e ' ~ , l / l o g 2 n ) - r e d u c e r

exists with running time O(log52n)

(i.e. n~ log2n tokens are distributed by n players among themselves, any en of the
players m a y be cheaters, but still, with probability > 1 -e-~g--~-r~ no more than
(6 + t / l o g 2 n)(n/log2n) tokens wilI go to cheaters).
n

The random construction is as follows: Select n/log15n committees from
the n players, each of size log 26 n. These committees are selected independently,
uniformly, at random with repetitions. (In particular, a player may appear in many
committees, and likewise, may appear in a committee more than once, in which case
his different occurrences are regarded as different players, as previously remarked.)
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For each committee select a random AN-tree by which it will select a sub-committee
of log13n players. Internal labels are picked independently, uniformly, at random
with repetitions. Members in the sub-committees at the leaves are selected likewise.
Call a committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it exceeds e + l / l o g 4 n . By a
well known large-deviation theorem ([3], for one), the probability of a particular
committee being bad is no greater than
(1)

e -2(1/|Og4 n)2 10926 r~ = r

log 18 n.

Similarly, call a sub-committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it is greater
than ~ + 1/log3n. Let a be the probability of a given sub-committee being bad,
conditioned on its being a sub-committee of a good committee. By the same
theorem,
(2)

a < e -2(1/l~

n-l~ log 4 n) 2 log 26/2 n ~ e-- lOg7 n

for sufficiently large n. Note that for a good committee, our random AN-tree is
exactly of the type discussed at the beginning of this section, where the internal
nodes are bad with probability at most e + 1/log4n and the leaves are bad with
probability at most a. Call the AN-tree bad if the probability (over the coin flips)
of a bad sub-committee being selected is greater than

(3)

a + (~+ loTn ) (1_ ~1/2 +V~(//+1o_~ ) /2) + 3"

for some as yet undefined 3'. As mentioned above, for any % the probability (over
the random choice of the AN-tree) of a tree being bad does not exceed
(4)

a(1/2 + 3(e +

1/log 4 n)/2) d
3'2

where d = log52n is the depth of the tree. Note that most committees thus
constructed will be good, and for most good committees a good tree will be chosen.
We calculate a bound on the probability of things going seriously wrong.
Of our n/loglSn committees, let a be the fraction of them in which either the
committee itself or the AN-tree assigned to it is bad. Let fl be the fraction of them
in which the committee and the tree are good, but due to bad luck, a bad subcommittee was chosen anyway. Assume the worst: all bad sub-committees consist
only of cheaters. Assume also that bad committees and committees using bad trees
always choose bad sub-committees. The fraction of cheaters in the reduced set will
be at most
(~ + Z) + [ 1 - (a + /3)] (v + l / log 3n) = ( a + f l ) [ 1 - ( c + l / l o g
Our reduction fails if the above exceeds e + 1/log 2 n, that is, if
+

>

(1/log 2 n - 1/log 3 n)

[1 -- (c q- 1/log 3 n)]

3n)]+~+l/log

3n
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Clearly, for this to happen either a or 13 would have to be ~(1/log2n). To calculate
bounds on the probability of this happening, we set y to b e e -l~
The probability of a committee being bad is, by (1), at m o s t e -21~
and
the probability of a tree being bad, given a good committee, is, by (4), at most
a(1/2 + 3(r + 1/log 4 n)/2) d
e-2 log5a n
which is O(e-1~
n) (for a suitlciently small, but predetermined, e). Note that the
probability of a bad committee is overwhelmingly greater than the probability of a
bad tree. By the Hoeffding inequality, the probability of a = 9t(1/log 2 n) is at most

((c ~-2 logl~ n (log2 ~))l/clog~ n)
(for some constant c), which is e -O(nl~

and in any event is much smaller than
1

(s
for sufficiently large n. Summing over all

(n)
gn

choices of en cheaters we conclude that there exists a selection of committees and
trees for which ~ is significantly less than 1/log2n, for any set of en cheaters.
We now calculate a bound on the probability of r being Ft(1/log2n). The
probability of a 9ood committee picking a bad sub-committee using a good tree is,
by definition (3), no more than
a+

e - l~

+

n q_

which is O (e- 89l~

a(1/log2n) is at

<

e

-b e - 1~

n

Again by the Hoeffding inequality, the probability that ~ =

most
n

((ce-logs n(log2 n))l/clog~ n) ~o~--V~n
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(for some constant c), which is no greater than e ~
for sufficiently large n.
All that remains is to evaluate the running time. The described protocol is of
running time (3(log 52 n), since each committee runs through a tree of depth log 52 n,
in parallel.
Note. The better result stated at the beginning of this section can be achieved by
modifying the construction as follows: Select n/logl~176176
committees from the
n players, each of size log 16'01 n. For each committee select a random AN-tree of
depth O(log 16"~
Call a committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it exceeds
c + 1/log2"~176 Call a sub-committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it exceeds
~ + 1/log 2"~176
n. The given proof works for these smaller exponents.

3. The existence of leader-election protocols

T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . ( n , 1 / log2 n,v, e ~

, l / log2 n) -reducers with running time T may
be used to get a leader-election protocol immune against linear sized coalitions, with
running time O(Tlogn).
This, together with the results of the previous (and the following) section,
yields the following result:
T h e o r e m 3.2. There are # > 0, e < 1, and there is an explicitly constructed leader

election protocol with running time poly-logarithmic in n, such that for any r <_
#, when the protocol is run on n players, at most cn of whom are cheaters, the
probability of a cheater being elected is less than c.
Remark. Explicitness is postponed to the following section.
Proof. Given the existence of reductions from the previous section, constructing
a protocol is easy: reduce the n players down to n / l o g 2 n, and keep on reducing
until you reach some threshold no (independent of n). On these no players play the
baton-passing game [1], and let the leader be the player thus chosen. All we need
to do is select the threshold, and show that the running time is indeed O(Tlogn),
and that the probability of electing a cheater is bounded away from 1.
First we evaluate the running time, for any threshold no. Let us first count
the number of reductions needed to come down from n to x/n players. Letting k - logn, we are coming down from 2 k players to 2 k/2. A reduction protocol performed
by 2 l players brings their number down t o 2 / - 2 1 ~
For 89 < l < k, a reduction
step by 21 players results in a set of 2/-21~176
--2/-21~
players. So
k
lo~n
a set of 2 k players reduces in size t o 2k/2 in no more than ~
= 4(loglogn-1)
steps, and certainly no more than log n. Letting n = n o2~, the number of reductions
needed till there are no more than no players is at most
(logno)(2 + 4 + 8 + . . . + 2 t) <__2(logno)(logn).
Since each reduction takes time O(T), the time needed to reduce n players to no is

O(Tlogn).
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Let us now see what happens to the population of cheaters as we keep reducing
the number of players. Call a reduction on m players successful if the fraction of
cheaters increases by no more than 1/log 2 m. Starting with n players, en of whom
are cheaters, and assuming that all the reductions on the way down to no players
are successful, how high can the fraction of cheaters be at the end? Following the
analysis in the previous paragraph, we first estimate the increase in the fraction
of cheaters as the total number of players reduces from n to v/n. By assumption,
in this range of parameters, the fraction of cheaters will increase by no more than
1/log 2 v/-n= 4 / l o g 2 n per reduction step, the greatest possible increase being at the
lo~n

last round. Recall that at most 4 ( l o g l o g n - 1 ) reductions are needed to decrease from
n to ~

players, the fraction of cheaters will grow by no more than log n (log1log n - 1)"
2t
Again let n = n 0 , the total increase in the fraction of cheaters will be at most
1
1
+
+...+
21ogn0 loglog n0
4 logn0(loglogn o + 1)

1
2t log n0(log log n0 + t - 1)

1

1

< log no log log no (1/2 + 1/4 + . . . ) = log no log log no"
This consideration was assuming all the reductions to be successful. To bound the
probability of this not being the case, we must sum the probabilities of unsuccessful
reductions. Recalling that the probability of an unsuccessful reduction on z players,
z

for sufficiently large z, is no greater than e log-g~, the probability of at least one
unsuccessful reduction coming down from z to ~

logz
- ~
is at most 4iloglogz_l)e

which is less than e - z l / 3 for sufficiently large z, and summing over all z of the form
no2~, i _> 1 we get
,

1/3,

e-~no

/

) +e-~no

1/3~2

,

I +e-(no

1/3, 4

,

) +e-~no

1/3, 8

) ..{_...

which clearly gives an arbitrarily low probability of an unsuccessful reduction,
depending on the choice of no.
W h a t remains now is to pick no = no(e) in such a way that there will be
absolute constants /z and c < 1 such that for any r < / z our protocol will elect
a cheater with probability at most c. The last stage of our protocol is batonpassing on no players where the fraction of cheaters is 'probably' no greater t h a n
e-t- ]ogno Ioglogn01. Assuming that is the case, for logno loglogno_> l / e , the fraction
of cheaters will be no greater than 2~. By the analysis in [1], the probability of
electing a cheater will be bounded by 20~, as long as 2~<
that is to say,
- ~ 1,
log no log log no <_ 1 log(1/6r
The two conditions on no can hold simultaneously as long as 6 < 671 . So we take
no to be e 1/6s. We bound the probability of selecting a cheater by the sum of two
probabilities: that of the final stage electing a cheater, assuming we did indeed
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end up with no more than 2on0 cheaters, and that of ending up with more than
2on0 cheaters at the final stage. The first is bounded by 20e, and the second, if
no is large enough for the results of Section 2 to hold, by (5), which can be made
arbitrarily small letting no be sufficiently large (that is - - letting e be sufficiently
small). So bounding e by a sufficiently small # bounds the probability of choosing
a cheater away from 1, and the proof is complete.
|

4. Constructions
The overall structure of our protocol is this: We provide an explicit construction for reducers. Namely, we show an explicit family of n/log12n subsets of [n]
("committees") of size loglSn each, with the property that for every subset S of
en cheaters, in no more than O ( ~ )

committees does the fraction of cheaters

exceed e § 1/log2n. Now, using the method of [2] we let each committee select a
sub-committee of loggn members in poty-logarithmic time. A good committee is
very unlikely to select a sub-committee in which the fraction of cheaters exceeds
e § 1/log 2 n. The process is then repeated with the (multi-) union of selected subcommittees. As described in Section 3, a logarithmic number of iterations reduces
the set of n players to a subset of some constant size (dependent on e), and with very
high probability does not increase the fraction of cheaters by more than 2/log 2 n.
The details of the analysis follow.
First we describe a committee selection, which is based on set-systems that are
good dispersers (for a general reference on dispersers, see [5]). For a family 5~ of
subsets of In], a parameter 6 > 0, and a subset S C In], let 5~(S, 5) be the family of
all F E 5~ for which

IF [~ S____~]> [S~[ + &
Irl

n

Proposition 4.1. There is a family ~ of n / logl2 n subsets of[n], each of size logl8n,
such that for any subset S of In] of size en, and any 6,

[5~(S, 5)[ _ 0 (

e

)

Proof. We represent the family 5~ by a matrix A whose rows correspond to players
and columns to committees, with aij = 1 if player i is in committee j , and 0
otherwise. Here is the construction: Consider a Ramanujan graph G = (V, E) as
in [10], and remove edges from it, so it becomes regular of degree d = ( q 2 + q + 1)
for q a prime power. By standard results on the density of primes, and by the
variational formula for eigenvalues, there is a choice of an initial Ramanujan graph
so that the second eigenvalue of the graph thus obtained is still O(d~
Also, the
choice can be made to guarantee that girth(G) be arbitrarily large (_> 5 will suffice).
Note: Noga Alon (private communication) has indicated to us that, in fact, one
may obtain a second eigenvalue of O ( v ~ ) , but this will not affect our arguments.
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Associate with each vertex v E V a projective plane Pv of order q. Each edge
incident with vertex v is associated with one of the (q2 + q + 1) lines in the plane.
Rows in our matrix A correspond to pairs (v,p) where v is a vertex of G and p is
a point in the plane Pv. The columns of A correspond to vertices of G. We can
now describe our matrix A: A(,,p),w = 1 iff [v,w] E E(G) and the line in the plane
P , corresponding to that edge goes through point p. All other entries in A are 0.
Since each point in the plane has (q + 1) lines through it, the sum of each row in
A is exactly (q+ 1), i.e. A1 = (q+ 1)1 (1 being the all l's vector of the appropriate
dimension). Also, the sum of each column in A is exactly (q+ 1)(q 2 + q + l ) , i.e.
1A = (q + 1)(q2 + q + 1)1. This holds, since each vertex v has (q2 + q + 1) neighbors
in the graph, and for each neighbor w of v there are (q + 1) points in Pv on the
line associated with the edge Iv,w]. Other interesting properties of A are revealed
by considering the matrix ATA, in which the (v,w) entry is the dot product Of
columns v and w in A. For v--w we get (q+l)(q2+q+l) (the number of l's in a
column). For y e w the (z,p) entry in both corresponding columns equals 1 iff: (1)
z is a neighbor of both v and w, and (2) the edges [v, z] and [w, z] both correspond
to lines through p. Since girth(G) ~ 5, (1) holds exactly when the distance between
v and w in G is 2, and in that case there is exactly one such z. Since every two
lines in a projective plane have exactly one point in common, there is exactly one
suitable p. Summing up, we see that

(A T A)v,w

= I ~q+ 1)(q2 +q
kO

+ 1)

ifY~w

if d(v, w) = 2
otherwise.

Let M be the adjacency matrix of graph G (Mv,w = 1 if [v,w] is an edge, and 0
otherwise). Clearly M 2 is as follows:

d=q2+q+l
(M2)v,w =

1
0

ifv---w
if d(v, w) = 2
otherwise,

so our statement regarding ATA can be rephrased as

ATA = M 2 _ (q2 + q + 1 ) I + ( q + 1)(q 2 + q + 1)I = M 2 + q(q2 + q + 1)I.
As we mentioned, M's second eigenvalue is O(q1"5), where d = ( q 2 + q + l ) is the first
eigenvalue. The first and second eigenvMues of M 2 are therefore d 2 and O(d 1"5)
respectively, and consequently, the first and second eigenvalues of A T A are A1 =
(q2 + q + 1)2 + q(q2 + q + 1) =- (q2 + q + 1)(q + 1) 2 and A2 = O(d 1"5) respectively.
Our matrix A describes a collection of IV[ committees from n = IVl(q 2 +q+ 1)
players, each of size (q + 1)(q 2 + q + 1). Consider a coalition of r cheaters, whose
characteristic vector u is a row vector of length n, (ui = 1 if player i is a cheater,
and 0 otherwise). If v=uA, then for any i, vi is the number of cheaters in the i-th
committee. Ideally all committees would have fraction s of cheaters, and all the
entries in v would be equal. To gauge the deviation from this ideal situation we
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estimate v in both 21 and 22 norm. The average fraction of cheaters in a committee
is e, i.e.
IV[

Zvi

= (v, 1) = uA1 = (q + 1) (u, 1) = ~n(q + 1) = ~lVl(q + 1)(q 2 + q + 1).

i=1

We now calculate the 22 norm. Note that

tYl
Z v2 = vvT = uAATuT"
i-----1

Recall that the non zero eigenvalues of A A T and A T A are exactly the same. Let
{wi} be an orthonormal base of eigenvectors of A A T corresponding to eigenvalues
{Ai}, and let u = ~ eiwi be the expansion of u in this base. Since u is a 0-1 vector,
a n d t h e w i are orthonormal, en = ~ u i = ~ u 2 : u u T = ( ~ c i w i ) (~-~ ei w T ) : ~ c i2 .
Furthermore, Cl = u w T, and Wl = (1/v/-n)l, whence Cl =~v/-n. We are now ready to
calculate ~ v/2:
2

i

_< ~2n~1 + ~2 ~

i>1

c~ = ~2n(q2 + q + 1)(q + 1) 2 +

O(dl5)~n

= s2]Yl(q 2 + q + 1)2(q + 1) 2 + O(elYld2"5).
To state our result regarding the committees, fix a set of en cheaters with
characteristic vector u. Consider the set of committees as a probability space with
uniform distribution, and let X be the random variable that associates with every
committee the fraction of cheaters in it. Clearly, (q2+ q + 1)(q + 1)X is the random
variable that associates with every committee the number of cheaters in it, so

E ( X 2) = Wl(q+l)2(q-2+q+l)
Ilvll~
2. As we have shown, X has expectation ~, so we can
now estimate the variance:

~2(X) = E ( X 2) - (E(X)) 2
-

-

~21Vl(q2 + q + 1)~(q + 1) 2 + O(elVId 2,5)
IVl( q § 1)2(q 2 § q + 1) 2

e2 = 0(~d-1/2).

We can now use Chebyschev's inequality to estimate the number of committees
with large representation of cheaters:
Pr(X>e+5)

<

5~-0

T h a t is to say that the fraction of bad committees is 0 (

~ ) where we call a

committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it exceeds e + ~, for some arbitrary 5.
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We now show how to use the above described family of subsets to construct a
reducer. What we need to show is how committees of size k select sub-committees
of size x/~ in time O(k2). To describe this stage we first recall some facts and
results from [2], [12] and [1].
(i) Given k players, there is an explicit construction for selecting k committees
of size x/~ each, in such a way that for any set of ~k cheaters, the number of
committees in which the fraction of cheaters exceeds (~ + a) is at most ~ v/k for
any threshold a.
(ii) There is an explicit leader election protocol on k players that runs in time
O(k2), such that if the fraction of cheaters ~ is sufficiently small, the probability of
a cheater being elected is at most c~ for some constant c.
(iii) In the baton-passing leader election game the first player receives a baton,
and each player upon receiving it, passes it on to some player who has not yet held
it. The leader is the last player to receive the baton.
In the faulty- baton-passing game on n players, cn of whom are cheaters, each
good player (non cheater) has some positive probability 0 of turning bad upon
receiving the baton. The probability of a cheater being elected in this game is at
anlog an+l)

1
1-40

most ~ ( (n--an)l(
)~
Now back to the construction. Given k players, determine k sub-committees of
size ~ each by (i). These sub-committees play the (faulty) baton-passing game as
follows: The first sub-committee selects a leader using (ii) in time O(k). The leader
passes the baton on to an as yet unselected sub-committee, and so on until the baton
reaches the last sub-committee. This last sub-committee is the selected one. The
cheaters' strategy will, by the now famous moment's reflection argument, be for
the cheaters in a sub-committee to try and get one of theirs elected (recursively),
and if they succeed, he should pick a sub-committee containing the least number
of cheaters. Now let # be the fraction of cheaters in a committee, and call a subcommittee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it is greater than # + a for some threshold
a. By (i) the number of bad committees will be at most
c~2

If we pessimistically (as usual) assume that bad sub-committees always elect
a cheater, then what we are doing is playing 'faulty baton-passing' with subcommittees as players, where a good player turning bad corresponds to a good
sub-committee electing a cheater. By (ii) there is some constant c such that the
probability of this event is less than c(/,+c~), provided the sub-committees are large
enough and (/~+~) is small enough. We may assume this to be the case, and therefore we will assume that the probability of a good 'player' turning bad is less than 0
for some arbitrarily small 8. By (iii), the probability of a bad sub-committee being
chosen is bounded by
1
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We can now describe an explicit ( n , 1 / l o g 3 n , z , 2 ~ , 5 / l o g 2 n ) - r e d u c e r .
Given n players of whom en are cheaters, let d be the number closest (from below)
to logl2n such that d = ( q 2 + q + l ) for q a prime power, d will be the degree of an
expander graph G on IVI = n/d vertices. This graph describes a selection of IVI =
n
committees, each of size d 1"5 = log18 n. Each committee will select a subcommittee of size log 9 n as described above, and the union of these sub-committees
will consist of n players. Call a committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it
exceeds c + 1/log2n. By Proposition 4.1, there are no more than

bad committees. Now consider a good committee, that is - one where the fraction
of cheaters is less than e + 1/log 2 n. From it we generate log18 n sub-committees of
size log 9 n each. Call a sub-committee bad if the fraction of cheaters in it is greater
than e + 2 / l o g 2 n . By (/) at most
e + 1/log

2 n

Vlog

n =

+ 1 / l o g 2 n ) l o g 13 n

sub-committees are bad. Let us estimate the probability of our good committee
selecting a bad sub-committee. By (6) the probability is at most
8((e + 1/log s n) log la n log((c + 1/log s n)log 13 n + 1))

1
1--40

(log 18 n - (~ + 1/log 2 n) log 13 n) 1-0
!3(50-402 )

log

1-40

-< c

n(log log n) 1/(1-40)
1
(l~ 5 n)l_ 0
<
- log 4

n

for sufficiently large n. We now count the number of cheaters in the reduced set
n
(which is of size lo'-~)"
The bad committees can contribute at most

O

cn

log 9 n

log 3 n

Suppose K good committees selected bad sub-committees. They will contribute at
most K l o g g n cheaters. All the other committees together will contribute no more
than
n

( + 2/log

The total number of cheaters selected is no more than
n
log 3 n

c+__
+KlO
log s n

2n

n
This is no more than lo--~n ( e + 5 / l o g 2 n) as long as K < log-~-v~n.
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By the Hoeffding inequality, the probability of this not being the case is
Pr

K>
--

n
lo

=Pr
n

K>
--

n
io

1
2 n lo

<2-1o7~.
--

shows that our protocol is a reducer as claimed. The specifications of this
reducer are slightly different from the one in the existence proof (Section 2), but the
analysis of Section 3 holds using this new type, and the proof that our construction
answers the demands follows.
This
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